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New Maxxess InSite™ Empowers Total Awareness
Innovative Awareness and Response Coordination System Uniquely Combines
Systems and Human Intelligence on a Unified, Easy-to-Use Platform

Yorba Linda, CA (November 29, 2018) – Maxxess Systems introduces new enterprise
software that combines security, communications, business intelligence and data
integration into a single, easy-to-use platform called Maxxess InSite™.

Nothing operates, functions or looks like Maxxess InSite. It combines systems
intelligence and human intelligence to detect and respond to unfolding events in realtime – all of which is queued, organized and displayed on a highly-intuitive user
interface. In doing so, Maxxess InSite truly enables early action, allowing IT,
Operational Technology and Physical Security departments within organizations to

correlate data, improve response coordination, and deal with issues when they’re small
– before they become large and costly. This new system is uniquely categorized as an
Awareness and Response Coordination System.
“Maxxess InSite sets a new benchmark for security and business intelligence software
platforms by every standard of measure,” said Nancy Islas, President of Maxxess
Systems. “It goes beyond basic detection and control. It empowers total awareness and
provides users with unprecedented capabilities to help prevent incidents from
happening. It also coordinates the activities of first responders and the people they are
assisting from the moment a threatening event is detected. And best of all, is the
simplicity of Maxxess InSite’s operation.”

Maxxess InSite features an open-architecture framework to accommodate virtually any
security or business intelligence application with comprehensive functionality – from
automated responses with database integration to mobile alert notifications with twoway communications. Hardware and software solutions from more than 50 different
leading manufacturers are already integrated into Maxxess InSite, providing more
combined capabilities and functionality than any other cross-platform solution available.
This allows Maxxess InSite to be configured for virtually all applications, employing any
combination of software modules and hardware to deliver each user with a highly
customized solution and unparalleled efficiency.

Maxxess Insite is a single system that harnesses the power of myriad system
technologies, effectively expanding their collective capabilities while also making human
interaction more intuitive. It meshes the capabilities of the following systems and
technologies, and more: video surveillance, access control, GPS/IPS location
technologies, intrusion detection, fire safety systems, perimeter detection/protection,
HVAC/building management, smart phones and tablets, ID/credential badging, two-way
communications, guard tour, visitor management, time and attendance, license plate
recognition, hotkey emergency notification, reporting/forensics, wireless sensors,
elevator/escalator control and database integration. Kevin Daly, CEO of Maxxess

Systems, added, “The beauty of the product is that even with these diverse integrations
and functions, the system is very user friendly. Simplicity of use is truly the system’s
ultimate sophistication.”
For more information, visit https://www.maxxess-systems.com or email
sales@maxxess-systems.com for a demonstration.
About Maxxess
Maxxess is a U.S.-based, privately held, global corporation specializing in security
management solutions and innovative technologies that are effectively transforming the
way businesses approach and implement security. Leading organizations worldwide,
from healthcare to hospitality and transportation to telecommunications, choose
Maxxess for the company’s expertise in security system management software,
communications and database integration, as demonstrated with the holistic Maxxess
InSite™ Security Management and Communications Solution that empowers total
awareness.
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